Indigenous Experience

Teens

Fiction

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian by Sherman Alexie *
The Legend of Big Heart by Alfreda Beartrack-Algeo *
The Firekeeper's Daughter by Angeline Boulley *
Warrior Girl Unearthed by Angeline Boulley *
Funeral Songs for Dying Girls by Cherie Dimaline *
The Marrow Thieves by Cherie Dimaline *
The Witch King by H.E. Edgmon *
The Summer of Bitter & Sweet by Jen Ferguson *
Those Pink Mountain Nights by Jen Ferguson
Just Lucky by Melanie Florence *
Give Me Some Truth by Eric Gansworth *
My Good Man by Eric Gansworth *
Those Who Run the Sky by Aviaq Johnston *
Fire Song by Adam Garnet Jones *
Walking in Two Worlds by Wab Kinew *
Elatsoe by Darcie Little Badger *
A Snake Falls to Earth by Darcie Little Badger *
Man Made Monsters by Andrea L. Rogers *
The Moonlit Vine by Elizabeth Santiago

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
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Fiction (cont.)

* Harvest House by Cynthia Leitich Smith
* Hearts Unbroken by Cynthia Leitich Smith
* Saints of the Household by Ari Tison

Nonfiction

* The Power of Style by Christian Allaire
* Feathered Serpent, Dark Heart of Sky by David Bowles
# NotYourPrincess by Lisa Charleyboy & Mary Beth Leatherdale
* An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States for Young People by Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, Jean Mendoza, & Debbie Reese
* Apple: Skin to the Core by Eric Gansworth
* Braiding Sweetgrass for Young Adults by Robin Wall Kimmerer & Monique Gray Smith
* Imaginary Borders by Xiuhtezcatl Martinez
* Killing the Wittigo by Suzanne Methot
* Everything You Wanted to Know about Indians But Were Afraid to Ask: Young Readers Edition by Anton Treuer
* The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee: Young Readers Edition by David Treuer & Sheila Keenan

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca
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Graphic Novels

* This Place: 150 Years Retold, edited by Kateri Akiwenzie-Damm *
* La Voz de M.A.Y.O.: Tato Rambo by Henry Barajas *
* Clockwork Curandera, Vol. 1 by David Bowles *
* Ahiahia the Orphan by Levi Illuitok *
* If I Go Missing by Brianna Jonnie *
* Marvel Voices: Heritage *
* The Reckoner Rises, Vol. 1 by David A. Robertson *
* Surviving the City, Vol. 1 by Tasha Spillet *
* Redbone by Christian Staebler *
* A Girl Called Echo, Vol. 1 by Katherena Vermette *

* Available via Hoopla or Libby | # Disponible en Hoopla, Libby, o la biblioteca